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Thomas. (onsirt07@yahoo.com), 2 juli 2008. Hello. Email kepada John Biggs (jbiggs@bigpond.com)
Re: hello

Wednesday, July 2, 2008 11:15 AM
From:
"John Biggs" <jbiggs@bigpond.com>
To:
onsirt07@yahoo.com
Message contains attachments
biggs_kember_leung_2.doc_.doc (108KB)
Hello Thomas, I am in Europe so it is difficult to answer your question properly. Basically:
DONLT USE SPQ TO CLASSIFY STUDENTS AS SURFACE OR DEEP!!!
SPQ scores are meant as DEPENDANT variables. That is you use each score as an
outcome, a group or class mean so you can compare classes. That is all.
Read this attachment, it will explain
john Biggs
----- Original Message -----
From: Thom Tris
To: http://us.mc380.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=jbiggs@bigpond.com
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2008 3:49 PM
Subject: hello

hello Mr. Biggs. my name is thomas.. i come from bandung, west java. Indonesia.

Mr.Biggs i have a problem with my thesis in faculty of psychology maranatha. My
thesis is about Learning Approach. i use r-spq-2f for my research. i have a problem
with the score group of Deep approach and group of Surface approach. example
score group of deep approach is 20 and score group of surface is 30... is that mean
the subject is surface approach, it's that true? and how about score group of deep
approach is 29 and score group of surface is 30... is that mean the subject is surface
approach too?? can you help me to explain what the reason is? 'couse i can't explain
the dynamics between that subject.

In indonesia is a very hard to found your book about Learning approach..my lecture
talk to me to find your email n ask u...because they doesn't sure about they explain.
Mr.Biggs How can i get your book?because your book can help a lot of student like
me in my university.

Ok, thank you so much Mr. biggs. Sorry if my english is not good :) Thomas